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Navrun 2017
Rudi Paoletti
15 Nirvana Close,
Langwarrin South.Vic 3911
Tel: 03 9789 6985
Fax: 03 9776 6798
Mobile: 0428 534 102
Email: navrun@navrun.com.au

Congratulations, you are in the 13th Annual Maxtrek

Amazing Race

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING THOROUGHLY

 Introduction
Thank you for being part of the ‘Maxtrek Tyres’ Amazing Race hosted by Navrun 4WD events.
As you know this inaugural event will be held on the Good Fri 14th, Sat 16th and Sun 17th April.
We would like to thank our new naming sponsor Maxtrek Tyres for supporting this event and
offering a set of tyres for 1st Place . If you require any car or 4wd tyres, either Road, All
Terrain Mud
contact me. They have a size and type to suit your vehicle.
Here are just a couple of example special prices for you.
Ask me for a quote on any size and for Road, All
Terrain or Mud. FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE
IN VICTORIA to a place of business (not private
house).
-285/75 R16 Mud Trac (33inch Mud Tyres) your
price $210 each (pattern on left)
-315/75 R16 (35 inch Mud Tyres) your price $240
-31-10.5 R15 Mud your price only $150
-265/75R16All Terrain your price only $150 (pic on right)
I can also quote you on car tyres to.
See web link to view all the Maxtrek 4wd tyre patterns and information:
www.maxtrektyres.com
See web link to Gecko Rims
www.chapelcornertyres.com.au/gecko_wheels.html
I can also organise them to be fitted and balanced and
delivered FREE on brand new Gecko Wheels rims.

TEAM ‘NO HANDS RACING’
Only compete with Maxtrek Tyres.
They must be good, the last three
events they have come 1st, 2nd and 1st.
They are also back to back winners of
the Amazing Race 2015 & 2016.

ASK ME FOR A QUOTE NOW!
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As always we will strive to make the 2017 event bigger and better. We will be using 2 of the 3
blocks of the Little Desert, (Central and Western) and you will be heading south of Goroke into
the State Forests. Like every year, we will introduce new areas never used in this event.
lthough it’s getting harder after all these years but we do.
 Important Changes and Additions to AR2017
-Start and Briefing times haves changed again because we will not have the pleasure of daylight
savings this time. Briefing will be 8.30 every morning at Goroke for a 9am start. Finish will be
between 4 and 4.30pm, depending on your course.
- We will continue to give each team an opportunity to check all their scoring prior to
presentation. This worked well for 2016. However, there will be only a small window to do so.
Once the sheets are given to you Sunday afternoon, you have until 6pm to make your protest.
Any protests after that will be void.
- the electronic GPS puzzle box will be back- and Alan has added a new feature or two!!!
- lan has been working hard on a new electronic ‘credit card’ which we call yki . ust like a
Myki card where you touch on and off, but this works.. lol. More on this at briefing.
-Unfortunately, last event somehow the pork went astray (my fault). I will be making sure we
have enough pork, beef and lamb for everyone this time for presentation, as you guys seem to
like it so much, you take nice plate fulls- and so you should.
 “It’s all about the kids!”
The kids as well are given things to do during the day on course set up by Cousin Steph.
We have changed the way we will be scoring and setting up the Kids Courses, good things are
coming! We will also be introducing 3 trophy age groups. U5, U10 and U15.
Aunty Liz has assured us she is
in for
. he was shattered that she couldn’t make it
last event, but she is raring to go and to entertain them as always in the evenings.
 Coffee
The coffee ladies will be serving real coffee each morning at Base Camp. Short and Long
Blacks, Cappuccinos, Hot Chocolates, Lattes etc. So on your way to briefing in town, grab
yourself a coffee.
 Base Camp and Briefing Location
Our base camp (as always) is at the North Goroke State Forest. (See maps below). Each day’s
briefing will be at the township of Goroke. Please be there no later than 8.30am for briefing on
Good Friday, Saturday and Easter Sunday. All check-ins will be done at Base Camp.
You are also welcome to come up earlier. Allan, Steph and my good self will be stationed at
camp for more than a week before the event.
Easiest way to our base camp is via Horsham then via the small township of Goroke. As you
enter Goroke, you will find Kiely St near the post office and head down until it basically comes
to a dead end (entrance to local tip). Then turn right into the state forest, (keeping the tip to your
left and following the fenceline on your right). We will endeavour to sign post it for you from
here on. There is only a short run of good dirt road to the campground. Please drive at the
Navrun imposed speed limit (70kmh) at all times on the road to/from camp. This will keep dust
down and be safer for a high traffic road. (Yes we know it says 100kmh)
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We have hired a Portaloo for base camp. Please make sure you bring toilet paper. There will be
one base camp. So you can leave your trailers/ caravans/ camping gear, etc behind, and your
valuables will be safe, as there is always an official full time at base camp. Can we get Large
Caravans to base camp? Not a problem at all. No matter what the weather.
Base Camp co-ords are WGS84 Zone 54 543235 / 5938548.
For the best routes to any place in Australia, inc. time, distance, go to Google Maps.
 Goroke Township
Goroke Township is 3km from base camp. The town has a well-stocked general store/
supermarket, milk bar, fuel station, inc. LPG, public toilets and all the other basic stuff, eg.
Pub
.. how good is that
heap showers can also be obtained at the pub ..also the oroke ara an Park has excellent
new showers and drinking water and there are also showers at the local Pool. Further details on
showers during briefing.
 Things to Know
All maps & notes are provided for you in this event. For those also using electronic software and
wanting to know what map we are using; we will be using the Spatial Vision Topographical
Map. If you like, you can download the map on my server which can be used with Oziexplorer
and other software. Go to www.navrun.com.au/Library/maps.htm
and click on the links to
download.
Remember to bring your camping gear, etc. There is no catering for this event except for Sunday
evening, where we will provide you with a free BBQ, spit and alcohol (beer and wine) Soft
drinks are also provided. We have beef, pork, lamb (sorry no goat for 2017), as well as all the
other BBQ food to enjoy.
untie i is in charge of the kids with the help of Cousin Steph who will be setting up the
kiddie day courses with me for the week . They will all be arranging games, prizes, etc every
night. So kiddies, make sure you go to the ‘ untie i mar uee each e ening
Please have with you a UHF radio (a handheld is also needed if you decide to walk alone in the
desert to collect ‘Instructor ards’).
Competitors & event staff are to stay on UHF Channel 30 at all times.
Telstra Next G mobile phone coverage is good in most areas now. Other providers are very
patchy throughout the desert and should not be relied upon. An Optus and Telstra tower have
recently been installed at Goroke. During the course of the event Rudi will be on 0428 534 102
and Alan will be on 0411 061 665.
We will also be providing a WIRELESS INTERNET service at camp, coverage is up to 500mtrs
from my caravan, as I have installed a new external aerial and network system. For a small
donation of $5, you will be able to use your laptops and smartphones around your camp fire and
surf the net. ow that’s ser ice
Internet is fast enough to use Facebook / Messenger / Skype
and other great stuff on the net.
All types of tyres are ok for this event including road tyres. However, All Terrains are probably
the most suitable, as 95% of all driving will be on sand.
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Fuel: you will have the opportunity to fill up on Good Friday, Saturday and Sunday morning
before the start of the event from 8.00am. Be early as there is often a queue. Even Monday
morning on your trip back the ser ice station will open for us.
For further details before the event just ring Rudi on 0428 534 102 or email
navrun@navrun.com.au your enquiry.
 Essential Equipment to Bring
1. GPS
2. Handheld GPS is also a must
3. HAND HELD COMPASS (We sell hand held compasses at check-in if you require one)
3. Scale rulers, Romer or rulers can also be handy (We sell romers at check-in if you require one)
4. Compass (the one that draws circles is also handy) (We sell these at check-in if you require one)
5. A calculator is also a handy device to have
6. A pair of small scissors to retrieve task card
7. Tape measure capable of measuring to 30 metres.
8. Binoculars
9. Torch for the kiddies
10. Handheld UHF Radio

BASE CAMP MAP
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COURSE NOTE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

Question and Answer Sheet
Everyday at the start of the event you will receive a sheet of notations titled “Question and Answer Sheet”.
The aim of every instruction unless otherwise stated is to proceed to that point by taking the shortest
possible route that best corresponds to your additional questions on your instruction sheets.
How it works: Firstly, you will be given a start direction. Secondly, you will be given an instruction where
your next task card will be. Then, thirdly, there will be a series of questions or instructions to follow.
Although you have been told to go to the task card, you must make sure that you read the questions /
instructions below as they are along route. DO NOT make the mistake of bypassing or ignoring this and
going straight to the task card. The task cards are your primary goal; the questions / instructions are your
planning for route. Questions / Instructions are always in numbered order.
Example for shortest possible route

Example A: You have taken the
shortest possible route to the "task card" (1) using the "red track" route. The "task card" here states to take the
second shortest route to your next "task card", which is positioned at (2). It is very obvious that Dahlenburgs
Mill track is the shortest Route. It is also obvious that Salt Lake is the second shortest route, but not the right
one. This is because you are not allowed to re-trace over your existing route, so the second shortest route is
the "orange" route shown.
Example B: Now you may say, what about Quades Rd via
Doggle track then via Salt Lake Track, (purple track) this is
the second shortest possible route without re-tracing my route.
Yes it is, but unfortunately it is not allowed because you are
"crossing over" your route at (3).
Example C: At (4) there is a question at this point, however
the track is shown as a dead end. This is the only time you are
allowed to re-trace your route where you have no other
option, (unless otherwise stated in your notes), then proceed
to your next point via 'red tracked arrow'.

← What is allowed, and not allowed examples:
A classic example of an intersection.
The ‘right’ example is not regarded as
retracing your route. The other two
‘wrong’ examples are very obvious of
re-tracing your route.
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Route Penalties
Every time you take an incorrect route you will incur a penalty. You must follow the route intended by our
notes course.
1. When you’re off course penalties will begin once you ha e travelled for more than 1 km.
2. You will not be penalised however if you accidentally take a wrong turn and realise your mistake and
turn back as long as you ha en’t tra elled for more than km.
3. If you intend to go back to a question, waypoint, task card, etc you must still follow the route intended.
Do not take a short cut. You are allowed to go against the traffic (backwards). Just make sure you always
stay on course or you will be penalised.
4. You are incurred 1 x penalty per wrong route taking. See examples below. If you are off route for 2km
or more . ou will also incur a pt penalty per km until you make rende ous with your intended route
which we call the ‘safe one’ .
A cut and run back to base camp will
only incur 5 penalty points in total
as long as you go straight back to
camp. If you cut and run and also
collect answers along the way, then
you will be penalised as per the ‘route
penalty’ system. So, do not answer
questions once you cut and run.
IF YOU CUT AND RUN, YOU
MUST PRESS THE MARK
BUTTON ONCE ON YOUR
LOGGER. IF YOU FAIL TO DO
THIS, YOU WILL INCUR
PENALTIES.
Example for Route Penalties
The Orange line depicts the route that
is intended. The Blue line is the route
that a competitor has taken.
1. The competitor has taken the wrong route and doing so has travelled more than 3km incorrectly.
Therefore they have incurred 1x penalty (for being 1km off route) and also 2 points for being 2km or
more off route (incorrect route being over 3km long).
2. a) Again, the competitor has taken an incorrect route. However this one only incurs 1x penalty. Firstly it
has incurred a penalty because it is o er km long secondly it doesn’t incur any loss of points because it
is under 2km in length.
b) Take note also. Incorrect route 1 & 2 are separate because the competitor has actually returned to the
intended route. nce you return to the intended route you are back in the safe one .
3. Although the competitor is off route, there are no penalties awarded because the error is less than 1km.



Task Cards
There will be business si ed T
R
to collect when
noted. (see sample on right . nce you’re at that location a batch of
You first task card can be found using the
following information. At 535024 /
duplicated cards will be within 25 metres of that location. The card
5945865 walk for 100mtrs at a magnetic
will have a task written on it. Do what the task asks you. They will
bearing of 30°. Look for the fluro green
be out of the public’s eye howe er they will be hanging on a tree
wooden stake. Then from the stake, head
structure, etc, but not impossible to find. Use the most of your
at a magnetic bearing of 290° for 40mtrs
passengers/ kids to find these. Use your scissors to snip the card off
to find your task card.
the cable tie without interfering with any other card on that bunchremember there are other competitors too using the same card. Task cards are not necessarily beside tracks.
We may give you a GPS reference point just off the track, therefore you will have to use your handheld GPS
to find it, or you may have to use your compass and use bearing and distances. Task cards are generally
white in colour. If for any reason you are unable to find a Task Card- this is no issue. You are allowed to
contact us (as any high vantage point should get you mobile service, or keep driving around until you do).
Doing so will cost you a 20 point penalty. We will then be able to read out to you exactly what is written on
that card so you may continue on.
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Instructor Card
An instructor card is a pink coloured card, same sized as a Task Card. They will be placed in areas which
require a walk to collect. You may be ‘instructed’ where to collect them by your uestion and answer
sheet or possibly by a Task Card. They may or may not have an additional sub-task written on them, in
which case will give you additional bonus points. Water is required to be carried by everyone, and you must
be accompanied by another person. If you decide to walk alone, then YOU MUST have a handheld UHF
radio with you and be in communication with your vehicle at all times.



Secret Check Point Card
A Secret Check Point is a coloured card, same sized as a Task Card. These cards are worth extra points if
found. It will be labelled Secret Check Point and there are no tasks to do except make sure you hang on to it
to claim your extra points. These cards can be found in several ways. It may either be written on your notes
where to locate them, written on a Task Card of its location, OR they may be found within a 10mtr radius of
your normal white task card. So if there isn’t a clue to find them on your daily notes then at e ery Task Card
location, we suggest to search around a 10mtr perimeter. There may be none, or one to two SCP cards per
day.



Road Block Card
This card is a red coloured card, same sized as a Task Card. These cards direct you to take either Route A or
Route B. Do not take both. Course penalties will be incurred. Your Route notes will outline differences
between the courses. ote fter completion of your ‘Road Block card’ task make sure you always return to
your intended route via the shortest possible route.



The Greedy Card
This card is Orange in colour, and the same size as a Task Card. You Question/ Answer sheet instructs you
where to collect this card. The Greedy Card offers you the option of collecting bonus points. BUT beware, it
may lead you will away from your intended route for a minor amount of points. ou won’t know until you
get there once there it’s too late to turn back you must complete the task, if not lose 50 points. It’s a
chance you take . To be greedy or not to be greedy!!!!! ote fter completion of your ‘greedy card’ task
make sure you always return to your intended route via the shortest possible route.



Puzzle Box Card
This card is Purple in colour, and the same size as a Task ard. These cards are found using your ‘electronic’
puzzle box instructions. It will be labelled Puzzle Box and there are no tasks to do except make sure you
hang on to it to claim your extra points. There is only one card for the whole event.



Card and Penalty Values
White Cards: 20 pts
Yellow Cards: 30 pts
Lime Cards: 40 pts
Blue Cards: 50 pts
Pink Cards: Instructor Cards 10pts
Purple Cards: Puzzle Box 30pts
Red Cards: Road Block (no point value)
Orange Cards: Greedy Cards (point value stated on card)
Each Correct Question is 10 points; half points may be awarded.
Speeding, 1st offence 5 pts, 2nd offence 10 pts, 3rd offence 15 pts, etc
Incorrect Route, 5 pts per offence
Lateness: 0 - 5 minutes ( 1 point per minute fine ), 6 - 10 minutes ( 2 points per minute fine ), 11 - 15 minutes
( 3 points per minute fine ),16 - 20 minutes ( 4 points per minute fine ) Etc
.



The Bonus Point System
The Amazing Race Bonus Score System will be based upon distance travelled and Course Penalties achieved
to get your Bonus Points. The formula is very complicated but the system is very simple. It basically works
on a formula of the ideal distance travelled for that course and of how many Course penalties incurred for
that day. It also works on other factors to work out the bonus, but that is not critical for a competitor to know.
o in a nutshell if you come close to dri ing a perfect course distance and don’t do too many course errors
you will be rewarded, even though you might or might not have done well on your answers. A bonus of 15%
is obtainable on top of the daily total achie able ourse core. Eg. Maximum ourse core is 5 pts then
maximum Bonus Score is 75pts.
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Speeding
Your route and speed will be monitored at all times by our data loggers. The route taken will be factored into
your score. Speed is set at 70kmh for all roads/ tracks except for the RED coloured roads on your large map,
which is as per signed limits. Please drive at the Navrun imposed speed limit (70kmh) at all times on the road
to/from camp. This will keep dust down and be safer for a high traffic road. (Yes we know it says 100kmh)
Penalties apply for speeding. See daily information sheet.



Official Map and Information
All tracks, information and locations are taken from your 2 large copies of the Spatial Vision map. All GPS
co-ords are in Zone 54H UTM WGS84. Note: the highlighted orange tracks on your map are
Management Vehicles Only. If you drive on these MVO tracks then you will be severely penalised, 50 points
per offence. See Rule #9 below. Note: there may be a variance on the electronic copy. So make sure you
always go off your paper copy version.
Another important feature to note on your map is the faint doted/ dash grey lines. These are not to be used
unless stated by our notes. 99% of the time these tracks are private roads / private access tracks only. In the
2013 event we still had teams not abiding by this rule. They came to a dead end legitimate road and then
proceeded on the grey dotted line. Please note Example Number 4 of your shortest possible route. You are
allowed to retrace your route if it is a dead end, do not break the law by not abiding by this rule.
A 10 point penalty will now apply if you drive along one of these tracks.



Late Penalties
Penalties will apply if you arrive late in camp. Finishing times are as per daily information sheet. (see Card
and Penalty Values)
If you are running well behind time you are best to cut & run back to camp. This will actually earn you more
points instead of trying to get another task then losing out by coming in late. ou won’t know how many
tasks there are. Each day will have a different amount. CAREFUL- we may fool you by taking you well
away from base camp.



Scoring
Scores and positions will be announced Sunday evening after our BBQ dinner.

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION


Communications
Officials will be on UHF CHANNEL 30. Next G,and Optus GSM mobile phone coverage is good in most
areas, other providers are patchy. We now have Telstra and Optus towers in view of our camp.
Rudi is on 0428 534 102 Next G. Allan is on 0411 061 665. We would like all competitors to stay on
Channel 30 at all times.



Medical Emergencies

Dial 000 or 112 on some mobiles. Horsham is the closest 24hr hospital. However, you will be instructed via
000 to make the correct call. Goroke has a medical centre with limited opening hours. 54-64 Natimuk Rd,
Tel: 5386 1104.






Do’s & Don’ts
Do not park your vehicles on tracks. Pull over to one side to let other traffic through.
Make sure your loggers are turned on to log e ery morning before lea ing briefing area (not Base
Camp). Your loggers are working and recording when the orange light blinks.
Do not hinder the progress of any other teams.
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